ney, ’02, succeeded in getting on the pole out of reach of the struggling mass, and, climbing to the top, pulled down the flag and tore it in pieces.

The cheering of the two classes was not as good as might have been expected. At the beginning of the football game it was rather sharp and enthusiastic, but the enthusiasm of ’01 was soon smothered by the weakness of her eleven.

The Football Game.

With the exception of the first part of the football game, the Sophomores were out-classed in every department,—in general team-work, in the line, back of the line, and especially in kicking and handling punts. Parker made two kicks of about 60 yards which were made very effective by the continual fumbling of ’01’s backs. Garret and Fleming bucked the line hard, but fumbled often. The Freshmen backs ran the ends better by keeping close to the interference and were also quick to see an opening. Both quarters ran their teams well, but Shepard was the better in running back the ball and in tackling. The ends were evenly matched. The Freshmen were better at the tackles and guards, but at the center it was nip and tuck. Reynolds, right guard for the Freshmen, played an exceptionally strong game.

THE GAME IN DETAIL.

Parker kicks off to Garret on the 20-yard line. Haley and Fleming now gain 50 yards by several end plays, including one run of 25 yards around left end by Haley, aided by good interference. Fleming is compelled to punt; ’02 catches on her 20-yard line, and is immediately tackled. Parker kicks out at his 40-yard line, and Fleming soon kicks in return to the 25-yard line.

By line plays ’02 forces the ball 20 yards down the field, fumbles, but Allyn falls on the ball, and on the next two plays makes 15 yards around right end.

Storer adds 8 yards through the line, but on the next play is thrown for a loss of 5 yards by Parrock. Allyn, aided by fine interference, now makes a run of 25 yards around the right end; ’02 loses 7 yards on a misunderstanding of signals, and then is held for downs. The ball is on ’01’s 24-yard line. The Freshmen have pushed the ball down the field for 60 yards with hardly a break. Pond makes a pretty tackle of Fleming who tries to go around his end. On these tries Garret makes 13 yards by bucking the line. Fleming’s kick is blocked, and it is ’02’s ball on the 20-yard line. Shepard now gets the ball for ’01 on a fumble, but ’01 fumbles the ball on second play.

FRESHMEN SCORE.

In a flash Pond picks up the ball, and by very clever interference by Fish scores the first touchdown. Parker kicks the goal. Score, ’02, 6; ’01, 0.

Fleming kicks off to Mansfield. Parker kicks on next play to Shepard. On three plays ’01 makes only three yards, and then Fleming kicks to ’02’s 35-yard line, ’02 fumbles and loses the ball. Rushes by Fleming, Parrock and Haley puts the ball on the 22-yard line when the half closes. Score, ’02, 6; ’01, 0.

SECOND HALF.

In the second half Fleming goes in at full back, and Arnold takes his place at half. Fleming kicks off, Mansfield catches and runs eight yards.

After a 3-yard gain by Storer, ’01 gets the ball on a fumble. Fleming kicks and ’02 runs the ball to her 30-yard line.

Parker now kicks sixty yards to Fleming on his 20-yard line, who fumbles and ’02 gets the ball. They lose it on a fumble on the 15-yard line; ’01 makes twelve yards, and then fails to gain her distance in four downs.

’02 SCORES AGAIN.

The Freshmen make ten yards through left tackle, five yards on offside plays, and eleven